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INTRODUCTION
Rail infrastructure plays a vital role in the economic growth and sustainability of cities,
regions and countries. It stimulates commerce and is a key catalyst in promoting regions
as a tourist attraction and business destination. In North America, for example, railways
are the primary way of transporting large volumes of freight, with industries, consumers
and the country’s economy reliant on its ability to operate 24/7 with minimal interruption.
Building and maintaining rail
infrastructure across multiple
urban and natural geographies
is a major undertaking. During
any new construction project
or upgrade, thousands of direct
and indirect jobs are created.
Indeed, whole regions can find
themselves supported by large
rail investments.
Railways are far more than a
set of rails and rolling stock—
they are complex and consist
of a diverse set of infrastructures
with multiple interrelationships.

Road, sea and air connections can
all be required by service freight
and passengers, while retail space,
hotels and leisure facilities at
stations are an increasing way
of maximizing revenues.
And, as working cultures and
shopping behaviors are based
around digital mobile technology,
wireless-based networks and
systems that support online
activity are an increasing necessity.
Indeed, the growing reliance on
digital networks—especially when it
comes to analyzing infrastructure
performance, undertaking predictive
maintenance and integrating into
smart cities–makes 21st-century
rail an even more complex beast.

That’s why coordinating
planning, investment, construction
and maintenance underpins the
transformational nature of any
railway infrastructure.

WHAT’S DRIVING RAIL INFRASTRUCTURE
As figure 1 shows, according to McKinsey, investment in global rail infrastructure between now and 2030
will outstrip that of airports and ports combined, and be second only to road in terms of transportation1.
THERE ARE FOUR KEY DRIVERS BEHIND THIS:
• Climate change—regardless of
the cause, we are experiencing
increasing levels of extreme
weather in terms of frequency,
intensity and duration. Railway
infrastructure in the middle of
a city can be as affected as that
on exposed coasts, mountains
or plains—with owners and
operators demanding
greater resilience.

• Rail congestion—this is an issue
for rail infrastructure across the
globe; often freight can cross a
country in a matter of days, but
can also take almost the same
time to pass through congested
city networks2. It’s a similar
story for passenger services,
with urban lines often unable
to deliver fast and efficient
journey times.

• Ever-changing commodity
prices—coal, iron ore and
manganese—have all
experienced significant levels
of volatility, which in turn has
an impact on the strategies and
investment plans of rail owners,
operators and contractors.
Lower oil prices tend to favor
road and air travel, delivering
a knock to rail growth.

• New technology and
legacy systems—while rail
infrastructure has undergone
continuous upgrade, the speed
of today’s digital transformation
is unheralded. The Internet of
Things (IoT) will change how
railways integrate with other
systems; a move to high-speed
rail will demand cutting-edge
engineering and construction,
and the need to serve growing
urban populations requires
the renewal of city center
infrastructure.

FIGURE 1: GLOBAL TRANSPORTATIONINFRASTRUCTURE INVESTMENT UNTIL 2030
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FREIGHT AND PASSENGER CHALLENGES
While rail’s strategic impact
to wider economies is well
known, so—unfortunately—
are the challenges of
delivering an infrastructure
that delivers for both freight
and passenger services.
Railways are asset-intensive and,
without wanting to state the
obvious, geographically spread.
That makes it difficult for project
managers and construction teams
in the field to keep office-based
teams up to date on costs and
schedules, leaving the latter often
blindsided when it comes to
dealing with overruns.

And while tactical concerns can
often lead to delays, strategic
issues can have potentially more
grave consequences. It can appear
straightforward to build a new
asset, or update an existing one
to relieve a pinch point or solve
an immediate issue. However,
if the entire project portfolio is
not aligned to the overall strategic
plan, individual assets can quickly
become a drag on performance —
both operationally and financially.
Overruns and underperforming
assets also have two things in
common: the impact they have on
reputation, and innovation. Projects
within the wider portfolio not only
need to deliver expected benefits,
they need to be seen to produce
them, while companies can easily
develop a risk-averse culture.
And, in today’s fast-moving and
transformational environment,
that could leave them slow to
benefit from new technologies
and working practices.

Finally, perhaps the most
fundamental challenge facing
any rail operator or owner
when it comes to overhauling
infrastructure is the lack of clarity
around roles and responsibilities.
That’s especially the case when it
comes to how owners, contractors
and subcontractors deal with
change requests. Often the wider
impact upon the infrastructure is
underestimated or, in worst-case
scenarios, not recognized at all.
This isn’t just a communication
issue, but can impact across a
suite of service level agreements
with a number of firms.
So, it is clear that the infrastructure
challenges facing the rail industry
are not just widespread, but
impact across the whole lifecycle.

ENSURING THE FULL RAIL
INFRASTRUCTURE LIFECYCLE
Best practice focuses on
three phases: plan, build
and operate. As figure 2
shows, each phase can be
broken down into a number
of steps that ensure any
project—regardless of size
and complexity—delivers
the expected outcomes.

PLAN
The robust nature of this approach
can be seen in an example from
Europe, where a major city center’s
transformation was to be built
around moving its main train station
underground. This mega project
was backed by national, regional
and local governments, plus the
country’s main rail company.
However, as it moved forward,
hopes were increasingly dashed
as budgets were revised upwards,
and the date of completion pushed
back by years. Public opposition to
the project mounted, and political
leaders began to debate canceling
the whole thing.

To help bring the project back under
control and win back the support
they had previously enjoyed, the
main sponsors re-looked at the
plan in line with best practice.
The original plan had massively
underestimated the complexities
and associated risks, and this later
analysis, while adding 50% to the
cost, did provide backers with the
transparency they needed—and
led to further work in identifying
how to bring these costs down.
Different scenarios were tested
and major redesigns identified,
such as optimizing rolling stock
handling facilities to cut those
costs by half.

Changing the specification and
procurement of electronics also
saved a further 20%. In total,
10% of the total budget was saved.
What was demonstrated here
was the effectiveness of best
practice planning. Pinch points
were identified and costed earlier,
and that accelerated the build
stage and brought the project in
on the envisioned completion date.

BUILD
Building rail assets successfully,
not just in terms of budgets and
schedules but aligning them
to an overall vision, requires
coordination and collaboration.
Gaining real-time visibility across
the tens of thousands of activities
that deliver rail programs doesn’t
just enforce governance, it
allows teams to identify potential
issues before they happen—with
everyone able to work from a single
version of the truth. Such project
visibility is already widespread
across countless asset-intensive
industries, delivered via mobile
devices from the most remote
locations, directly to the screens
of senior decision-makers.

If the International Transport Forum
is correct in its estimates that
freight volumes and passenger
mobility are set for significant
levels of growth4, the future for rail
will also see the need to harness
smart digital technology. While this
will increase the integration and
efficiency levels between different
rail infrastructure assets, it also
adds another level of complexity
to the build process.
As mentioned earlier, the Internet
of Things is playing an increasing
part in linking rail infrastructure
to other city-wide networks, and
managing that level of change
requires a whole new set of skills
and knowledge to be included in
the build phase.

Step-by-step best practice,
underpinned by real-time project
portfolio functionality, will allow
rail constructors and owners to
integrate this increasing digitization
seamlessly with the more traditional
engineering requirements. It also
allows owners and operators to
factor in other key drivers, such as
dealing with increasingly extreme
weather, congestion issues and
the like.

OPERATE
Rail infrastructure needs to
deliver over decades, and being
able to identify the exact point
where maintenance is required
extends its lifespan and negates
the need for emergency spending
and shutdown. Organizations
can often overlook this phase of
the cycle, with increasing costs
being generated the further an
asset moves into the failure
zone. Historically, maintenance
has been built around a set of
assumptions that are usually based
on experience and ‘gut feel.’

However, this in itself is
ineffective cost-wise, as
assumptions can be wrong and
budget spent before any work is
required. More importantly, it can
also see assets reach a state of
failure, with higher emergency
funding needed to complete
any work.
Using real-time analysis and
scenario planning does not just
identify the point where action
should be taken, it can also unlock
capital for additional projects.
Project portfolio solutions that are
able to do this analyze a range of
asset-specific characteristics, such
as location, construction materials,
usage, physical condition and
maintenance history.
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According to McKinsey,
portfolio assets can degrade at
up to 4% a year5—$350 million
of value on a portfolio worth
$10 billion, for instance.
The leading solutions are also
able to integrate with wider
business systems, like planning
and procurement, and that in turn
delivers a bigger picture in terms
of better aligning budgets and
contractor resources.
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Align with master plan
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Prepare capital plan
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Identify funding requirements
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Plan inter-dependent projects
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Select and qualify vendors
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Facilitate collaboration
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Coordinate delivery
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Enforce governance
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Manage change

•

Transition from build to operations

•

Maintain critical facilities

•

Manage portfolio

CONCLUSION
Global economies are tied
directly to advances in railway
infrastructure. And the coming
explosion in urbanization, together
with growing passenger numbers
and increases in freight volumes,
will see rail continue to be front
and center in driving economies
at a local, regional and national
level. For owners, operators
and constructors, the ability to
select and deliver projects that
meet strategic requirements
and produce ROI over an entire
lifecycle, is now imperative.
A failure to do so not only leads to
cost and schedule overruns of each
individual project but can negatively
impact on the economic growth
of an entire region. Project portfolio
management solutions are the one
tool that gives all stakeholders—
from public investors right through
to individual delivery teams—full
visibility into the entire lifecycle,
and the biggest chance of success.
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